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THE STRUCTURE OF HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT ISOTACTIC POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE

IN SOLUTION

M.M. Kusakov, A.Yu. Koshevnik, L.I. Mekenitskaya, L.M. ShulOpina, Yu.B.

Amerik, L.K. Golova

USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of Petrochemical Synthesis imeni

A.V. Topichev

Su\ jted 1 June 1971

It was shown in work that the properties of isotactic high

molecular weight polymethylmethacrylate [PMMA) differ from the properties

of isotactic low molecular weight PMMA and we hypothesized that there are

stereocomplexes E / n a solution of PMMA with a content of 70% isotactic

stereoisomer.

Intending to study the state of high molecular weight isotactic PMMA

in dilute solutions we studied the influence of temperature on their

I
light refringence, their birefringence in when flowing and their

viscosit



The polymer we studied contains almost 100% isotactic stereoisomer,

and was obtained by polymerization of methylmethacrylate in toluene at 00

in the presence of PhMgBr £3) and precipitated in a petroleum ether [4].

The content of triads in the polymer obtained, according to NMR data

taken on a "Varian-60" instrument was: Isotactic - 96, heterotactic -

3.5, and syndiotactic - 0.5%.

According to data of light spreading in dimethylformamide (DMFA),

taken on a FPS-1 instrument by dual extrapolation C5] we determined the

molecular weight of Lhe isotactic PMMA. According to measurement results

of the dynamic birefringence of solutions in toluene on the instrument

described in work [6] and the dynamic viscosity we determined Its optical

anisotropy. From measurements of the kinetic viscosity at varying rates

of shear we determined the characteristic viscosity of the studied

polymer in DMFA and in toluene.
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Fig. 1. Mw of PMNA as a function of tempera-
ture for the first (1), second (2) and third
(3) heating cycle.

Fig. 2. [n] of PMMA as a function of tempera-
ture after the first (1), second (2) and third
(3) heating cycle.

Fig. 3. The influence of temperature on the Key: (1) [n].lO-,cm'/g
optical anisotropy of PMMA during heating (1), (2) (ai-c).O - 2tcI"s

and cooling (2) of its solutions.
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Study of the light spreading was conducted in the temperature range

from 30-800 during thrice repeated heating and cooling of the same

solution. According to the data obtained for each temperature we

calculated the value of the average weight of the molecular mass Mw and

the second virial coefficient (A,).

The results of calculations of M. showed (Figure 1) that at -500

there somehow takes place a sharp decrease in molecular weight, although

as is known, the molecular weight doesn't have to depend on temperature.

As is seen from Figure 1, during the first heating of the solution there

is an irreversible decrease in the molecular weight (when the solution is

cooled the molecular weight does not return to its former value). During

the second and subsequent heating of this same solution there is achieved

an reversible value in molecular weight, which decreases during heating

to 500 and then regains its former value during cooling.

Parallel changes in the characteristic viscosity (Figure 2) have

shown a large change also near to 500. After repeated secondary heating

the characteristic viscosity chances little with temperature, although it

does increase somewhat when T>600.

The results obtained can be explained by the fact that in dilute

solutions of high molecular weight, almost completely isotactic PMMA

there are associates which fall out near 500. The character of the

changes concerning the molecular weight during the first heating are

determined by the inequality of both the Initial and the final states.

The inverse value of molecular weight shows the existence of

associated which fall out at about 500 and are formed again during

cooling. We must also note here that the second Virial coefficient (A.)

remains practically at zero at all temperatures.

3



Characteristic viscosity and optical anisotropy of isotactic PMMA in a
solution with toluene at 30*

Content, % [n.10-242, Derived aniso- Segmental
cm'/g tropy anisotropy

[n1l[n1.10 - 1* (0,-a -1025
cm.sec=/g cm1

96 1.35 -97 -1200
96 2.60 -87 -1100
70 1.60 -30 -375
70 1.80 -34 :r425

Association of PMMA macromolecules can be expressed by the

cooperative interaction of the polar ethers of the groups which are

regularly situated along the chain of the Isotactic macromolecules, and

which exist in spiral conformation. The high level of cooperation of

this interaction is provided for by a quite high value of molecular

weight.

The optical anisotropy of the studied isotactic PMMA (the Table) was

very high in absolute value and inverse in sign. This result shows the

very organized structure of the macromolecule in solution and also can go

to show the existence of secondary structure. From the table where we

have presented also the values for optical anisotropy of two forms of

high molecular weight isotactic PMMA containing 70% of the stereoisomer,

it is seen that when the content of the isotactic link is increased the

absolute value of anisotropy increases and when there hare high values

for the molecular weight, it maintains an almost constant value.

Adding to the conclusion about the regularized structure of the high

molecular weight isotactic PMMA are the authors of work [7], in which is

expresses a hypothesis that when there is an increase in molecular weight

beginning with any value, the "disorder" leads to "order."
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Regularity in the structure of high molecular weight isotactic PMMA

evidently is a result of low mobility of the side groups. This concept

is confirmed by experimental results obtained in work [8].

The correlation of some physical properties of isotactic

stereoisomer PMMA in the solid state or as gels [7-9], with anisotropy of

its macromolecules in dilute solutions allows us to think that even in

solution the macromolecules have properties which allow organization of

structure in the solid state.

Study of the influence of temperature on the value of optical

anisotropy of high molecular weight isotactic stereoisomer showed (Figure

3) that when heated to 500, the value of anisotropy is practically

unchanged; further increase in temperature leads to a decrease in it,

which shows that there is partial breakdown in the regularity of

structure. After subsequent cooling of the solutions to their initial

temperature, as is seen in Figure 3, there is a significant resumption of

the absolute value of anisotropy. Such a change in anisotropy, which

causes an increase in the level of regularity of structure, can be

attributed, evidently, to the transformation of the macromolecule from

one conformation to another. The question of the existence of two

confirmations of isotactic PMMA -5, and 5.- has already been discussed in

the literature, coming from data of x-ray analysis of films, from study

of the absorption spectra of the solutions in the near UV area, and also

by conformational analysis data [10-12]. It is quite certain that the

conformational transform takes place at a temperature which provides for

a sufficiently high internal mobility of the isotactic chains (55-600

(9]).

Conclusions

5
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1. In dilute solutions of high molecular weight, almost completely

isotactic polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) there are persistent associates

present in the macromolecules with an organized secondary structure.

2. Associates of PMMA break down at a temperature of around 500 and

the form again when the substance is cooled to room temperature.

3. When the solutions of high molecular weight isotactic

stereoisomer which have preliminarily heated to 500 are cooled, there is

a change in the optical anisotropy, which characterized the further

regularity of structure of the macromolecules of this stereoisomer.
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USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of Petrochemical Synthesis imeni A.V.

Topichev

Submitted: 9 July 1971

In works [1,2] it was shown that stereocomplexes of

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) are formed in some solvents when they are

mixed into solutions of PMMA of various microstructure (syndio- and

isotactic), they have high molecular weight, the value of which depends

on the relative concentration in the syndio- and iso- component

complexes.

In this article we present the results of study of optical

anisotropy of stereocomplexes which characterize the orderliness of their

structure, at various concentrations in complex source stereoisomers.

8
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Optical anisotropy is determined according to the results of

measurement of the birefringence in a stream on the instrument described

in [3), and the dynamic viscosity of the solutions. Intent of

determining the characteristics of the anisotropy itself of the complexes

and of excluding the effect of form [4], we opted to use toluene as our

solvent, because its refractive index is near to the refractive index of

the polymer.

We selected two forms of high molecular weight PMMA to use as the

isotactic stereoisomer [53: The first had average molecular weight of

Mw-2.7.10 6 and level of stereoregularity of 70%, and the second had

Mw=5,5.10' and level of stereoregularity of 96%. As a syndiotactic

stereoisomer we used a low molecular weight sample [5] with Mw=0.04-10'

and level of stereoregularity at 80%.

The PMMA complexes were obtained by mixing dilute solutions of iso-

and syndiotactic PMMA of identical concentrationl (c-0.15 g/dl) at

varying component ratios.

Presented in figure one is the segmental anisotropy of the

stereocomplexes as a function of their makeup. The obtained values for

anisotropy that we obtained are very large in absolute value and are

negative in sign, attesting to the fact the stereocomplexes are rigid

ordered structures and that their regularity depends on the relative

concentration of stereo- and isotactic forms of PMMA. The maximum of the

absolute value of anisotropy, observed for a complex with ratio of

syndio- to isocomponents of 1:1 shows the maximum regularity of the

structure of a complex with such a makeup. The maximum molecular weight

of the complexes, as we showed earlier [1,5] corresponds to a component

1 As was established in [5], for dilute solutions of complexes of
mixture the deduced anisotropy does not depend on the initial
concentration at which the mixing takes place.

9
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ratio of 2:1. This same component ratio was measured during study of the

birefringence of solutions of complexes with minimal limiting angle of

orientation (Figure 2), since in the stream the heavier particles are

more oriented than the light ones. This leads us to conclude that the

heaviest particles of the complex are not the most regular. From Figure

1 is seen that anisotropy of the complexes obtained based on isotactic

PMMA containing 70% stereoisomer are virtually the same as those based

almost completely on the isotactic stereoisomer.

-XI.

-20
I I I II

0 20 #0 50 50 10 29, 20 50 I0 109

Figure 1. Segmental anisotropy (a,-a 2) of stereocomplexes obtained by
mixing solutions of syndio- and isotactic PMMA as a function of the
makeup of (iso- and syndiotactic PMMA) for samples of isotactic PMMA
containing 96 (1) and 70$ (2) stereoisomer.
Figure
A2 . The limiting angle of orientation Xso of stereocomplex as a function
of their makeup.

Study of the influence of temperature on the optical anisotropy of

the complexes of various makeup has shown (Figure 3a) that stability of

the structure of the complexes depends both on temperature and on their

makeup. When heated to 500 , the structure of the complexes changes

10



little at all ratios of syndio- and isocomponents, but there is a

tendency noted to breakdown in complexes with relatively small

concentrations of syndiocomponent.

IA

-302

-30 sO 10 q 20 5 100 JO 20 i

Figure 3. The influence of temperature on the anisotropy of complexes
when heated (a) l- 30; 2 - 50; and 3 - 700 and cooling (b) 1- 70, 2 - 50,
and 3 - 300

In the temperature range of 50-700 there Is observed a sharply expressed

breakdown in the structure of complexes with high concentration of

syndiotactic chains. Only those complexes in which on one isotactic

macromolecule there are two or more syndiotactic macromolecules, which

are practicable stable at 70 and even at 800 (complex with ratio of

syndio:iso - 2:1 heated to 800). The data obtained strongly confirm

Liquori's hypothesis [2] of the structural model of the stereocomplexes,

in accordance with which the syndiotactic macromolecules are somehow

acting as armor for a series of Isotactic chains, which are in a spiral

conformation.

I
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When the solutions are gradually cooled do their initial temperature

(Figure 3b) it turns out that those complexes whose structure is stable

when heated even to 70-80o, are changed little in structure even when

they are later cooled to their initial temperature of 300. For the

complexes, whose anisotropy at 700 is decreased, cooling to the source

temperature leads to a significant increase in the absolute value of

anisotropy, achieving a maximum also at a syndio:iso ratio of 1:1. Such

a change in anisotropy influences further regularity of the structure of

the complexes and is caused, evidently, by the conformational

transformations which take place during heating in the chains of the high

molecular weight isotactic stereoisomer, which is part of the makeup of

the complex.

Conclusions

1. Stereocomplexes of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) form in dilute

solutions into organized structures, the level of regularity of which

depends on the relative content of syndio- and isocomponents. The

maximum regularity in structure is seen in a complex with component ratio

of syndio:iso - 1:1.

2. The stability of the structure of complexes depends on

temperature and on makeup.

3. We observed an irreversible change in the optical anisotropy of

the complexes, accompanying an increase in temperature and characterizing

a further growth in the structure's regularity.

12
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USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of Chemical Physics

Submitted: 12 July 1971

In works [1,2] it was shown that naphthaline is a photosensitizer of

chemical transformations in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) but the

mechanism of photodestruction is quite complex. According to data [1,2],

accumulation of free radicals and destruction of the macromolecule take

place as a result of absorption of a second quantum of light by the

naphthaline molecule in a triplet state. Along with this, consumption of

naphthaline takes place using a single quantum mechanism. While studying

photosensitized transformation of PMMA, we discovered an interesting

peculiarity of the latter reaction, which is that extinguishing the

fluorescence of naphthaline does not lead to a slowing In its

consumption. This phenomenon is examined in this work.

14
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Experimental Methodology

The object of research was PMMA, prepared by the "Orgsteklo"

Combine, with a molecular weight of' 160,000; monomer content of -1% (the

concentration of which was established by UV-spectrum absorption 13)).

Chemically pure naphthaline was supplementarily purified by sublimation.

Films 5-10 pmn thick were prepared from solution in methyleneI

chloride. The naphthaline concentration was determined by UiV and IR

spectra [4]. The products which accumulated during the course of the

photosensitized transformation, absorbed light in the very part of the

spectrum as naphthaline. To determine the naphthaline concentration

during the course of' the photo-process we measured the optical density of

the film in the area of 260-280 rn. In this area the absorption spectrum

of the products was a monotonous unstructured band, which in the area

under observation could approximate a linear function. In connection
with this, to determine the naphthaline concentration [H], we could use

the methodology £5], in accordance with which

~~-J-g

(D, -- o D&-D)

where A, and D, are the wave length and corresponding optical density.

Measurement was done at wavelength A0.271, A,.267, and n,2-277 nm. The
naphthaline concentration, determined by IR and UVY spectras was in

substantial agreement (Figure 1). The Lambert-Beer law for the source

film was fulfilled right up to naphthaline concentration of 5% by weight.

the UV spectrum of naphthaline in the concentration range of 0.05-5% also

remained unchanged. Naphthaline which vaporized out of the film which

had been heated to 800 amounted to 10-15% over 15-20 hours, that is for

the time of illumination (6-8 hours) conducted at room temperature any

evaporation of naphthaline was negligible.

15
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Figure 1. Semilog function of the Figure 2. Changes in the relative
relative concentration of yield of fluorescence ti/n, from
naphthaline to the Illumination the dose of illumination at I.-
does in the UV (1-3,5,6) and IR 4.0.1016 quanta-cms.sec-1.
spectras (4) when 1,.10-16-20 Naphthaline concentration was 0.05
(1.5); 2.5 (2); 4 (3.5.6) (1). 0.5 (2), and 5% by weight
quanta-cm 2.sec-I (6 with the (3).
addition of 4.4% by weight if Key: (1) 11t.10-2 quanta/cu2

Tinuvin II); CH]-5%.
Key: (1) I~t-10-2 quanta/cm2

Illumination was done in air using a DRSh-1000 or DRSh-250 mercury

lamp and a BS-4 light filter which passed light A>290 rim, and not

absorbed by the polymer. The absolute intensity of the light falling on

the samples was measured using a Ferrosilicate actinometer and was

controlled by a photoelement.

We excited the naphthaline to luminescence using light of 304 nin,

separated from the spectrum of the DRSh-250 mercury lamp using a DMR-4

16
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monochromator and registered using a SF-4 monochromator with a FEU-38

photo multiplier at the output.

File thickness in all tests was set up In such a way that the sample

absorbed no more than 10% of the photochemically active light, which

allowed us to consider the Intensity of light within the sample to be

equal.

The kinetics of breakdown of the ether groups in the PMMA were

studied through changes in the IR-spectra in the area of 1200-1300 cm-'

[6].

Results and Their Evaluation

Kinetics of phototransforuatlon of naphthaline. Semilogarithmic

anamorphoses of the relative concentration of naphthaline as a function

of the dose of illumination (Iot, where I. is the intensity of the

incident light) at various initial concentrations of naphthaline (from

0.5 to 5% by weight) and the intensity of the light were altered by a

factor of eight (Figure 1, curve 1), and were presented on a single

direct line. This means that naphthaline is expended at a rate that is

proportional to the amount of light they absorb over the course of the

entire time of illumination. According to the accompanying evaluation

the quantum yield for naphthaline expenditure was 0.9.102.

During the course of the photoprocess the intensity of the

fluorescence of naphthaline decreased gradually. The kinetic curves of

the change in relative quantum yield of fluorescence at various initial

concentrations of naphthaline (Figure 2) show that if there are large

initial concentration of naphthaline, the quantum yield of fluorescence

decreases by a factor of two to four, which is apparently connected with

extinguishing of the action of the reaction products. At the same time,

17
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as seen from Figure 1, the quantum yield of naphthaline during the course

of the reaction does not change. This shows that the photosensitizer -

naphthaline - is broken down in the process, the rate of which is not

determined by the concentration of the same particles which are

responsible for fluorescence. This conclusion supports the analysis of

the data concerning the consumption of naphthaline in the presence of a

light stabilizer, Tinuvin II (2.3.10 - 2 moles/liter), as presented in

Figure 1. Suppression of the fluorescence and absorption of the light by

the Tinuvin II will decrease the rate of naphthaline consumption by a

factor of five (curve III). There was also experimental observation of

the decrease by a factor of merely 1.5, which can be explained,

considering only the filtration of light by the Tinuvin II (curve II).

Considering the small quantum yield of the chemical transformation,

one may hypothesize that in order for the reaction to proceed there must

be either a supply of quantum energy obtained by the molecule during

absorption of a quantum of light, or there is a relatively rarely

encountered mutual disposition of molecules among the sensitizer also.

If there is a second of these hypothesized mechanisms, we must

consider that the number of naphthaline molecules located in a suitable

place for the reaction do not change over time, since there is no change

in the course of the process of the quantum yield of naphthaline

consumption. It follows the equilibrium of the location of the

naphthaline molecule relative to the matrix molecule can be established

over time for a time T<At, where At is the average time between

absorptions of a photon by a given naphthaline molecule. Under the

conditions of our tests, At was about one second.

Photosensitized breakdown of the polymer's ether groupe. According

to changes in the optical density of the absorption band In the IR
PMMA

spectrum of Awith the use of the methodology in [6], we conducted

18



measurements of the rate WRon of the breakdown of ether groups.I

Illumination was done in the absorption band for naphthaline. This

showed that the value of WAoR is unequivocally determined by the amount

of light which is absorbed by the naphthaline. The quenching of the

fluorescence of naphthaline has no influence on the rate of the ether

group breakdown process or on the rate of naphthaline consumption. This

allows us to put forth the hypothesis that the ether groups and the

naphthaline are transformed in one and the same process which is in

agreement with the close values of the quantum yields of ether group

breakdown -- "OR-1.7.10-3 and naphthaline transformation - Vu-0.9.10-'.

We must note that we observed stereospecificity in the

photosensitizing reaction of ether group breakdown. During direct

photolysis of PMMA the rate for decrease of the optical density in the

area of 1270 cm- , corresponding to syndioform, was 1.3 times greater

than the rate of decrease for the optical density in the area of 1250 cm-

f m which described the isoform of PMMA [6]. But during a photosensitized

reaction the optical density in the area of 1270 cm- 1 is practically

unchanged. The only groups that break down are those which have an

absorption band at 1250cm-' (isoform) and at 1190 cm- (the oscillation

of the ether skeleton of the iso- and syndioform with addition of

deformational oscillations by C-H [7]). Furthermore, the relationship

between the quantum yield of breakdown of the ether group and the

breakdowns in the photosensitized reaction (the quantum yield of

breakdowns was evaluated by data in Ell) was 10-15, while during direct

photolysis it was - 100 [6]. These facts show that the worth of the

process of photosensitized destruction over direct photolysis.

When selecting a light stabilizer one must consider that the

photosensitizing of PMMA transformation by naphthaline takes place as an

irreversible reaction which apparently one cannot stop by extinguishers

of the excited state.
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Conclusions

1. We showed that extinguishing of the fluorescence of naphthaline

does not lead to slowdown in the rate of its consumption.

2. During photosensitized destruction of polymethylmethacrylate

using naphthaline, there is stereospecificity in the breakdown of the

ether groups of the polymer and there is a changing relationship between

the quantum yields during the progress of the various processes.
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